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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on a curriculum mapping study that examined job descriptions and advertisements for three data curation focused positions: Data Librarian, Data Steward / Curator, and Data Archivist. We present a transferable methodological approach for curriculum development and the findings from our evaluation of employer requirements for these positions. This paper presents “model pathways” for these data curation roles and reflects on opportunities for iSchools to adopt translational data science principles to frame and extend their curriculum to prepare their students for data-driven career opportunities.

General Terms
Training and education.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
The growing focus on data science, research data management services and associated data curation and preservation strategies represents evidence of the increasing operational impact of the data deluge, the need for data infrastructure development and a realization that significant workforce capacity and capability challenges are emerging. Employers in all sectors are seeking graduates to fill a diverse mix of data-related roles, characterized by a broad range of data literacy skills and competencies, combined with disciplinary knowledge and practical experience. In this complex landscape, Information Schools (iSchools) are reviewing curriculum requirements and developing new data-centric courses to build capacity in the workplace and to support data-driven careers in the 21st century.

This paper will present the outcomes of a curriculum mapping exercise, which has built on translational principles (i.e. “translating research into practice”) [1] and has recognized the distinctiveness of different data science roles. The methodology is transferable, with a particular emphasis in this paper on career options in data curation and preservation; we highlight opportunities for innovative course offerings and the development of new educational collaborations and partnerships.

2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The study addresses three specific areas of interest:

1. What are the skills, competencies, knowledge, experiences and education required for the distinct data science roles?
2. How do these data science role requirements map to current curriculum topics and course offerings?
3. What opportunities emerge for new collaborations and partnerships in developing the data science curriculum?

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
The importance of data for libraries was recognized as early as 2006 [2] [3] and data librarianship was identified as a “gap in the market” in 2008 [4]. The roles and responsibilities of librarians and data were reviewed [5] [6] [7] and the need to re-skill subject and liaison librarians has been described [8], [9]. Surveys of RDM activities in libraries have been published [10], [11] which demonstrate a gradual ramping-up of infrastructure and service delivery.

Two recent reports from the UK have highlighted the requirement for “a skilled workforce and data-confident citizens” [12] and “a severe shortage of UK data talent” [13]. Whilst these reports have primarily focused on data analytics, earlier reports have described “a dearth of skilled (data) practitioners” [14] and “the current paucity of data scientists” [15], recognizing contrasting roles and responsibilities. Marketplace analysis of trends data from Indeed.com, demonstrates a steady growth in data-related positions [16], reinforcing the demand : supply ratio imbalance. Examining the range of nomenclature for describing these positions, “a need to disambiguate and develop definitions for professional roles” [17] has been recognized. Four discreet data roles were identified by Swan and Brown [15]. In this paper we will draw on the family of (six) data scientist roles described by Lyon and Brenner [18]: data
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librarian (University or Research Institute), data archivist (National Archive), data steward (Data Center), data analyst (Corporate sector), data engineer (IT Company) and data journalist (News & Media). Typical employment locations are indicated in brackets; this is a key perspective since the tangible requirements of real-world settings, are positioned to be primary drivers in curriculum development. The current study examines the first three roles in depth and will draw out perceived commonalities and differences.

The range of data-related roles is reflected in the breadth and depth of the data curriculum, since its scope should support the specific requirements of each role. The position, function and value of iSchools in developing data workforce capability and building capacity has been noted [18]. Data-related graduate programs, certificates and courses are already provided by some institutions [19] [20]. Two new graduate courses (Research Data Management and Research Data Infrastructures) have been designed and delivered at the University of Pittsburgh iSchool, alongside data mining, data analytics and data visualization classes and an Advanced Certificate in Big Data. There are also a range of data management training programs positioned towards up-skilling existing library and information professionals e.g. RDMRise [21], immersiveinformatics [22], MANTRA DIY Kit [23]. A recent review of the digital curation education and training, notes the development of a Research Data Management MOOC (Massively Open Online Course) by UNC-Chapel Hill in 2015 [24].

There is a growing body of work addressing the core skills, competencies and training requirements for digital curation and research data management. These initiatives have been variously framed as Data Information Literacy (DIL) [25] [26] and Data Management Skills Support Initiative (DaMSSI) [27]. Twelve core competencies were identified in the DIL Project: Data Processing and Analysis, Data Management and Organization, Data Preservation, Database and Data Formats, Ethics and Attribution, Data Quality and Documentation, Data Curation and Reuse, Data Conversion and Interoperability, Data Visualization and Representation, Discovery and Acquisition, Metadata and Data Description, Cultures of Practice.

The term “translational data science” was introduced by Lyon and Brenner [18] to describe the transition of data skills, software tools and research intelligence from the iSchool to the marketplace. This characterization is particularly relevant to the development of the broad data science curriculum, which aims to equip graduates for new community practice roles in a range of disciplines, organizations and sectors. The implications of a translational approach to the design of training programs in the clinical sciences has been described which highlights the need to understand complementary disciplines and to become immersed in (clinical) practice [28]. These requirements have resonance for data scientists of all flavors, who must combine a portfolio of data informatics skills and competencies with disciplinary knowledge and practice. An immersive approach to research data skills development has been adopted in the immersive Informatics program [22], in the clinical setting [29] and at the University of Pittsburgh [30], where students spend time in the research laboratory. A similar model has been implemented at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, with an intern practicum located in a data center [31].

4. METHODOLOGY

In this small-scale study, we sought to create a transferable methodology that faculty at iSchools may use to examine and review their existing curriculum in order to ready their students for future translational (market-driven/real-life) data preservation and data curation roles.

We selected the three data-related preservation roles outlined by Lyon and Brenner [18] to provide a focus for an analysis of employer requirements: Data Librarian, Data Steward/Curator, and Data Archivist. We searched for recent job postings (published from January 2014 to April 2015) that were of “semantic equivalence” to these roles, using five job banks to locate the positions: indeed.com; The Chronicle of Higher Education’s Vitae; ALA JobLIST; www.jobs.ac.uk; and the IASSIST Jobs Repository. These job postings are listed in Table 1. We selected these job banks based on both breadth and on tailored focus. We anticipated that indeed.com, a search engine that aggregates listings from multiple job sites, would offer breadth. The academic and library employment sites (Vitae and www.jobs.ac.uk) would enable us to search for positions within institutions of higher education and libraries, both of which we anticipated would be major employers for these data curation roles. Finally, IASSIST is an international organization of information professionals focused on social sciences and data; we selected the Jobs Repository because of its narrow and relevant scope.

We used keyword searching for the job banks. In the instance of IASSIST Jobs Repository, the volume of positions published in our studied time frame allowed us to visually scan the job titles for relevance. For our analysis, we aimed to locate ten job positions for each data-preservation role. We were successful in doing so for the Data Librarian and Data Steward positions but discovered a paucity of positions with “Data Archivist” as a job title. In this case, it was necessary to broaden our search and analyze positions that fell outside of the January 2014 to April 2015 time frame, and we drew upon the IASSIST Job Repository, which includes postings from 2005 to present. Even with this resource, it was necessary for us to include in our analysis one position that we read as “archival” in nature and that was located at a data archive, despite the absence of lexical equivalence (that is, the titles were different but the nature of the work similar).  

While we were able to access the full job descriptions for the more current positions, the IASSIST postings offered a more abbreviated job advertisement. In the cases in which a URL was available in the IASSIST job advertisements, we attempted to use the WayBack Machine to locate the original job descriptions. We found that while we could access the institutions’ human resources websites, the job descriptions were not indexed.

We performed a content analysis on the job descriptions (and, when necessary, job advertisements) for our suite of job positions to identify patterns in employers’ requirements for job candidates. We providing access to data sets at different scales. Forthcoming work by Acker will highlight these changes.

1 It should be noted that non-traditional and traditional archive positions are seeing an explosion of new names and classifications, including “digital asset managers,” “digital content specialists,” “digital services technician,” “supervisory IT specialists.” In each of these jobs people are responsible for preserving, describing and
developed a coding scheme that examined five categories:

- **Education**: Academic qualifications
- **Experience**: Direct, hands-on practice
- **Knowledge**: Understanding of familiarity with topics/subjects/issues
- **Skills**: Ability to do an action well
- **Competencies**: Proficiency with specific tools/technologies/programming languages.

For each of the three roles studied in this paper, we sorted requirements articulated in the located job positions within these five pre-set categories. Having done this, we looked for patterns within the requirements that cut across the positions. For example, having grouped required technological “Competencies,” we drew specifications that candidates be proficient with Microsoft Access, with MySQL, and Oracle and coded these specifications as “competence with relational database systems” (see Table 3).

While we made note of whether the employers characterized the education, knowledge, experience, skills, and competencies as essential or desirable requirements, we looked for patterns in the coding irrespective of this classification. In doing so, we could assess how the curriculum would best prepare iSchool students for employer consideration for the three data-preservation roles.

We identified all requirements that appeared in at least two of the positions studied for each role and designated these as “Key Requirements.” From here, we analyzed course syllabi in the University of Pittsburgh School of Information Sciences graduate Library and Information Sciences (MLIS) program to determine relevant courses offered which would support the required and desired education, experience, knowledge, skills, and competencies. In doing so, we focused on the course description, objectives, and topics outlined in the syllabus. We then identified course topic gaps and opportunities for partnerships, both internal and external to the School of Information Sciences at Pitt.

As a part of the process, we explored model pathways to the data-preservation roles of Data Librarian, Data Steward/Curator, and Data Archivist, based on the current (2014-2015) curriculum. We also identified ways in which the School of Information Sciences could enhance its preparation for students to meet the expectations of employers seeking applicants for these positions.

### Table 1. Job postings examined [28]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Postings</th>
<th>Data Librarian</th>
<th>Data Steward/Curator</th>
<th>Data Archivist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Librarian</strong></td>
<td><strong>Data Steward/Curator</strong></td>
<td><strong>Data Archivist</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data &amp; Visualization Librarian (Dartmouth College Library)</td>
<td>Data Steward (InTe, LLC)</td>
<td>Collections Development Officer (UI Data Archive)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Acquisitions Librarian (The Federal Reserve Board)</td>
<td>Data Curator (DST Systems)</td>
<td>Data Archivist (University of Chicago’s Center for the Economics of Human Development)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Services and Collections Librarian (UC San Diego Library)</td>
<td>Data Steward Coordinator (Stanford University)</td>
<td>Data Archivist (UC DATA at UC Berkeley) - past position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Services Librarian (New York University Libraries)</td>
<td>Data Steward Consultant (Allaire)</td>
<td>Data Archivist (Social and Economic Survey Research Institute, Qatar) - past position</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Services Resident Librarian (The University of Chicago Library)</td>
<td>Data Steward (University of Virginia)</td>
<td>Data Archivist (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Data Curation Librarian (University of Michigan)</td>
<td>Data Curator (New York University)</td>
<td>Data Steward (University of Virginia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Data Services (Contract) Librarian (University of New Hampshire Library)</td>
<td>Knowledge and Data Curation Specialist (Cornell University)</td>
<td>Data Librarian (The University of Texas at Arlington)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Data Services Librarian (Cornell University)</td>
<td>Scientific Data Curator (Brow University of Miami and MIT)</td>
<td>Social Sciences Data Librarian (The University of Texas at Arlington)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Data Specialist (Purdue University Libraries)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences Data Librarian (The University of Texas at Arlington)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. RESULTS

This section presents the analysis of employer-specified job requirements for the selected roles of Data Librarian, Data Steward/Curator, and Data Archivist. Two perspectives are drawn out: a) the common requirements across the three roles and b) the requirements unique to each role. This analysis is followed by the development of specific data-centric model pathways for each role, based on the analysis of job posting requirements. We draw upon the current (2014-2015 academic year) course portfolio of the School of Information Sciences at the University of Pittsburgh.

This analysis is followed by development of specific data-centric model pathways, composed of course “stepping stones.” These pathways were developed based on the analysis of job posting requirements and through a review of the current (2014-2015 AY) iSchool course portfolio for Library and Information Sciences. We extended our review to include a consideration of courses in the Information Sciences program at the iSchool at Pitt and in other units on campus to consider stepping stones that may exist outside of the MLIS program as it stands.

The analysis of Key Requirements for each of the three roles (Data Librarian, Data Steward/Curator, and Data Archivist) are presented in Tables 2-4. Of these Key Requirements, four were required by all the roles: a) Experience or knowledge or understanding of the researcher perspective, b) Knowledge of metadata standards and schema for data, c) Competence with statistical / analysis software packages and d) Knowledge of disciplinary data.

#### 5.1 Data Librarian

The Data Librarian jobs invite candidates with, at minimum, a graduate degree from an ALA-accredited library and information science program (or an equivalent degree). For tenure-stream faculty librarian positions examined, there was a desire for applicants with a second graduate degree. Notable in the narrative
in the job adverts is an interest in candidates who understand the researcher perspective from their experiences as researchers and who are committed to user-centered library services and resources.

Table 2. Key Requirements for Data Librarian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Competencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALA-accredited degree in library and/or information science</td>
<td>Experience conducting qualitative and/or quantitative research</td>
<td>Knowledge of RDM activities and roles throughout research lifecycle</td>
<td>Ability to work well in collaborative teams</td>
<td>Competence with qualitative and quantitative analysis software packages (e.g. ADee, Nvivo, SPSS, R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALA-accredited degree in library and/or information science or advanced degree in relevant discipline</td>
<td>Experience designing and delivering RDM training and outreach</td>
<td>Knowledge of RDM trends/current research, particularly in academic setting</td>
<td>Strong oral, written, and interpersonal communication skills</td>
<td>Competence with programming languages (e.g., JavaScript, Python, PHP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALA-accredited degree in library and/or information science and a graduate degree in relevant discipline</td>
<td>Experience delivering RDM consultation support</td>
<td>Knowledge of metadata standards for data discovery and preservation</td>
<td>Project management effectiveness</td>
<td>Competence with GIS software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experience assessing user data needs and designing RDM services in response</td>
<td>Knowledge of sources for locating and depositing disciplinary data</td>
<td>Analytical and organizational skills</td>
<td>Competence with visualization tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experience acquiring data resources for a library collection</td>
<td>Knowledge of funders’ data management requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Data Librarian positions have a unique focus on a) knowledge of research funding agency data management requirements, b) knowledge of RDM activities and roles throughout the research lifecycle and c) experience of designing and delivering research data management (RDM) training and outreach (Table 2). Navigating data-centric model pathways through the current MLIS course portfolio, we propose the following course “stepping stones” for prospective Data Librarians. Together, these stepping stones form curricular pathways.

Essential course stepping stones for a prospective Data Librarian will include:

- Research Data Management
- Research Data Infrastructures
- Metadata
- Academic Libraries
- Preserving Digital Collections
- Research methods in LIS.

Desirable course stepping stones will include:

- Intro to Information Technologies
- Managing & Leading Information Services
- Digital Repositories (new course already in development)
- GIS for Librarians
- Information Visualization.

Course development and collaborative partnership opportunities have been identified:

- Programming for Librarians (new course already in development)

- Intro to Statistical Data Analysis / Data Analytics (from Graduate Program in Information Science & Technology IST colleagues within the School).

5.1 Data Steward/Data Curator

The Data Steward/Data Curator positions invited applications from individuals with a much wider range of disciplinary training. In addition to information science or library and information science degrees with course work in data modeling and metadata, employers were interested in candidates with computer science, mathematics, and business-related qualifications.

We identified a trend in job titles through our data collection. A search of indeed.com on March 30, 2015, produced 262 results that included the string “data steward.” Conversely, there were only five results for “data curator,” suggesting that the former, in the United States, is the more common position descriptor.

The Data Steward/Data Curator positions have a unique focus on a) experience of data governance and b) knowledge of data quality assurance practices and c) competency with relational database systems (Table 3).

Our search of the job banks involved using “data steward” and “data curator” as our search terms. What returned to us were positions that were both in the corporate and academic sectors. In the case of the former, these are positions that are data-centric but where the data is more likely to be used for internal research and compliance within the organization.

Table 3. Key Requirements for Data Steward/Curator Positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Competencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree in discipline relevant to data that is at the focus of work (i.e., health sciences and biological)</td>
<td>Experience analyzing and understanding data as a researcher</td>
<td>Knowledge of data management and quality assurance practices</td>
<td>Ability to work effectively in collaborative teams</td>
<td>Competence with relational database systems (e.g., Microsoft Access, MySQL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree in “analytical” major such as math, business, computer science</td>
<td>Experience with metadata schemas, structures, and standards</td>
<td>Knowledge of metadata schemas and ontologies</td>
<td>Oral, written, and interpersonal communication skills</td>
<td>Competence with Microsoft Excel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced degree in information-related field</td>
<td>Experience with data governance</td>
<td>Knowledge of data management and quality assurance practices</td>
<td>Ability to communicate effectively with researchers from a variety of disciplines and backgrounds</td>
<td>Competence with data visualization tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge of discipline relevant to data</td>
<td>Ability to learn new technologies quickly and to adapt to change</td>
<td>Competence with web authoring tools, Drupal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Essential course stepping stones for a prospective Data Steward/Curator will include:

- Metadata
- Research Data Management
- Research Data Infrastructures
- Information Storage & Retrieval
- Digital Repositories (new course already in development)
- Preserving Digital Collections
Desirable course stepping stones will include:

- Information Security & Privacy
- Data Structures
- Advanced Topics in Database Management
- Information Visualization
- Foundations of clinical & public health informatics (if interested in stewardship positions in health)
- Digital Curation.

Course development and collaborative partnership opportunities have been identified:

- Programming for Librarians (new course already in development)
- Data Governance (with Business School or School of Law).

5.2 Data Archivist

We found a scarcity in current “data archivist” positions; as a result we were only able to code a small set of employer requirements for positions titled “data archivist” and with data archival responsibilities. This is probed further in our Discussion.

In addition, analysis revealed that the term “digital archivist” was out of scope to our analysis. The current job positions with this title that we located were records-focused and did not include any explicit mention of data as an information object under the purview of the candidate. There is, of course, an argument to be made that data is meaningful documentation for research and that, as such, all archivists are data archivists. For the purposes of this paper, we were primarily focused on structured data and as such did not cast our net to include positions without explicit allusion to this.

The Data Archivist positions have a unique focus on a) Experience of data documentation, b) Experience of data preparation and c) Knowledge of how to integrate diverse data resources (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Key Requirements for Data Archivist Positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree in discipline relevant to data that is in the focus of work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s degree in discipline relevant to data that is in the focus of work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Essential course stepping stones for a prospective Data Archivist will include:

- Research Data Management
- Research Data Infrastructures
- Metadata
- Archives & Records Management

Desirable course stepping stones will include:

- Archival Appraisal
- Library & Archival Computing
- Preserving Information
- Preserving Digital Collections

Course development opportunities may encompass:

- Intro to Statistical Data Analysis / Data Analytics (from Graduate Program in Information Science & Technology IST colleagues within the School).
- User experience and systems evaluation.

6. DISCUSSION

This methodology utilizes the textual analysis of job postings for the three specific data roles, and has proved to be effective in revealing the particular qualifications, experience, knowledge, skills and competency requirements which employers are seeking from graduate students. By using only recent job descriptions, we are seeing the current perspective from the marketplace, where a wide range of organizations are recruiting to fill new data-centric positions. The associated mappings to graduate curriculum components gives an indication of the scope and contribution of the current course portfolio, and its relevance to a translational / market-driven data science environment.

6.1 Comparing the data roles

Previous analyses of data curation / digital curation job descriptions have highlighted a range of job titles with “archivist” featuring as a frequent term [32], great variation in job duties with corporate or research organizations more likely to require domain expertise, most often in science [33]. Job analyses have been used to determine health science and science and technology librarians’ competencies for data management [34] and a set of digital curation competencies [35].

The sample size of jobs analyzed in this study was relatively small compared to the previous studies, but was targeted at very specific roles taking a “snapshot” approach. Our results suggested some common requirements of employers across the three job types. Employers were seeking graduates with experience or understanding of the researcher perspective; this knowledge could be attained by carrying out research as a doctoral student or by working closely with a research team, and indirectly implies demonstrating domain expertise. This requirement also emphasizes the value of immersive or embedded sessions or practicums in a research laboratory or other research environment within the curriculum, where the research lifecycle can be observed first-hand through bench science, experimental workflows, field work and the day-to-day perspectives and motivations of researchers exposed.

The common requirement for knowledge of disciplinary data may be related to acquiring research experience in a particular domain. Disciplinary perspectives can also be attained through immersive
classes, skills labs, intensive hands on practicums, or internships
[31]. Knowledge of metadata standards was an additional common
requirement of all three roles and reflects the need for structured
data descriptions using established domain schema wherever
possible. An understanding of metadata issues also addresses the
need for curators to understand the effort/cost: benefit balance for
producers (creators) and consumers (re-users) of data [36].
The final common requirement was competence with statistical
and/or analysis software packages such as SPSS, R, Excel and
Stata. This is not particularly unique to data science roles or an
absent requirement at many iSchools; there are indeed many
iSchool programs that already require quantitative skills, including
statistics and programming. The results from this study rather
demonstrate the continuing relevance of quantitative skills in
iSchool graduate students.

Each of the three data roles sought unique requirements for
applicants. The Data Librarian roles required ALA-accredited
qualifications, with selected requirements for a higher degree; there
was clear weight given to evidence of educational trajectories
towards careers in library and information work. The Data
Librarian roles were unique in stating a need for knowledge of
research funding agency data management requirements. This links
to the documented development of Research Data Services in
academic libraries which focus on providing advocacy on funder
policy e.g. US National Science Foundation, National Institutes
of Health policy statements for data management or data sharing plans
as components of research proposals. The development of data
management planning (DMP) tools such as the DMPTool2 and
DMPOnline3 has enabled libraries to provide consultation and
training services as elements within designated “data librarian”
roles.

A further unique requirement was a stated focus on RDM activities
throughout the research lifecycle. Whilst there are many
representations of the research data lifecycle [37], [38], at each
stage there are interventions where a data librarian can make a
positive contribution e.g. recommending a metadata schema for
data description, promoting an established and trusted repository
for data deposit and assisting with data identification and citation
processes. Therefore a thorough understanding of the whole data
lifecycle opens up opportunities for data librarians to craft new data
services to support the research community.

The final unique component for data librarians was an emphasis on
RDM training and outreach. Academic libraries have long
established working relationships with faculty and (graduate)
students in departments and schools; frequently this relationship is
enacted through liaison / faculty / subject librarians who develop
and deliver outreach and training on aspects of information literacy,
e-journals, open access publications etc. There is now a significant
need for scaling up advocacy and outreach for the many
components of RDM; some academic libraries are developing new
Research Services portfolios which bring together a mix of novel
RDM and digital scholarship offerings delivered by data librarians
and others, working in newly sculpted research support teams. This
trend may be accompanied by organizational restructuring to
optimize resources, service functions and communications.

Reviewing Data Steward / Curator positions, we found some
commonalities with the other roles, but also some unique features.
These roles sought applicants from a wider range of disciplines and
backgrounds. The reference to computer science, mathematics and
business-related qualifications positioned these roles more closely
with Data Engineer and Data Analyst roles. The trend towards
using the term “data steward” perhaps reflects the strong profile of
the National Agenda for Digital Stewardship promulgated by the
National Digital Stewardship Alliance [39].

The Data Steward / Curator roles also demonstrated unique
components: an emphasis on data governance which recognizes the
importance of intellectual property rights and other legislative
issues associated with data sharing and compliance with open data
policy aspirations at both national and institutional levels. These
roles also required a knowledge of data quality assurance practices,
which reflect the key role of data curators in data selection,
appraisal and cleansing workflows as critical elements of data
ingest into (trusted) repositories and data centers. The third unique
requirement was competency with relational database systems;
many large-scale datasets are stored in very large and complex
database systems with hundreds of columns and many rows. The
ability to import, manipulate, export and manage data in such
complex systems is essential in the era of “big data”.

Our search for recent positions titled “Data Archivist” was
challenging, with a significant lack observed in the particular job
banks we trawled. We can speculate that whilst the archives
community is currently recruiting digital archivists, in most cases,
these roles draw on long-established traditions and terminology,
and are not yet explicitly framed around data. This does not mean
that these positions are not data-focused (primary resources are
arguably data), but the absence of reference to datasets placed it
outside of our methodology. A major finding of this study is that
“Data Archivist” is an uncommon job title today. This points to the
fact that archivist roles are being renamed and reclassified in
different job sectors.

Considering the unique elements of the Data Archivist positions
that were located, we identified an emphasis on “data
documentation”, “data preparation” and “data integration”, which
add weight to the assertion that established archival principles are
reflected in the language which is applied to new digital objects of
record i.e. research datasets. It can be argued that there are some
similarities in the requirements for Data Librarian and Data
Archivist; the emphasis on “data collections” is a common theme
which once again reflects the long-established foundations of these
fields.

Looking across the three roles, in general the requirements support
the categorization and role descriptions of Lyon & Brenner [18],
with some equivalence with the Data Librarian and Data Manager
roles (the latter possibly equivalent to Lyon & Brenner) described
by Pryor and Donnelly [19]. There are particular
common Key Requirements across pairs of roles. The Data
Archivist and Data Librarian positions emphasized experience
related to collections (possibly demonstrating common
foundational principles); the Data Archivist and Data Steward /
Curator roles featured Web authoring competencies and the Data
Librarian and Data Steward/Curator roles required competency
with (Data) Visualization tools. The commonalities and unique
aspects we observed are summarized in a Data Roles and
Requirements Venn Diagram in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Data Roles and Requirements Venn Diagram

2 DMPTool https://dmp.cdlib.org/
3 DMPOnline https://dmponline.dcc.ac.uk/
6.2 iSchool Curriculum development

In reviewing our current curriculum, we are adopting a “model pathway” approach to reflect the optimal mix of courses (stepping stones) that a graduate student should/could take to follow specific career trajectories. This navigational process is primarily intended to guide the prospective student, but also serves to highlight potential opportunities to strengthen, broaden and extend the curriculum to support the breadth of data science roles described by Lyon and Brenner [17]. Whilst in some cases a truly radical re-engineering of the curriculum may be appropriate, rather we are adopting the approach of navigating the curriculum in new ways to signpost and showcase primary stepping stones (i.e. courses) to these emerging data science roles.

However given the specific requirements for the three roles explored in this small-scale study, we do suggest that the absence of any data-centric courses would be a perceived gap in an iSchool Library and Information Science curriculum at this time. Furthermore, it is clear that selected new elements are needed to fully meet the expectations of employers seeking data talent. These components may be acquired from other internal iSchool programs such as Information Science & Technologies at Pittsburgh, or from particular external sources e.g. other Schools and Departments. The current focus on “data” opens up many opportunities for new and exciting collaborations and partnerships in curriculum development.

The observed emphasis on disciplinary knowledge and experience may also be addressed through partnerships. For example, a new joint appointment with the Department of Biomedical Informatics paves the way for new focused offerings on text mining and data extraction, ontology development and knowledge organization systems (KOS). The diversity in disciplinary data practice is exemplified by the plethora of standards, schema, formats and cultures in different domains. As educators developing the data curriculum, ensuring graduate student expertise in all these fields is challenging; some would say impossible. Our approach is to aim for balancing these poles (knowledge of all data domains versus knowledge of none), within the curriculum through a mix of RDM courses which heavily feature case studies and domain exemplars, immersive sessions in the research laboratory and discipline/data-type-specific courses e.g. GIS for Librarians, Health Informatics. The results of this study validate the embedded / immersive / practicum components of data courses, since employers have stated their desire for applicants to demonstrate an understanding of research practice and disciplinary expertise in job postings.

The study also highlights the need to upskill existing practitioners as well as to produce data-savvy and work-ready graduates. Cohorts in the RDM and RDI courses have included practising librarians from both the Pittsburgh University Library System and Health Libraries System, and from Carnegie Mellon University Libraries. In this way, capacity and data capability is being scaled-up to meet the growing demand for Research Services. We hope to see a similar trend with graduates seeking careers within archival science and practicing archivists joining RDM/RDI courses.

This study raises some more general implications for recruitment strategies to graduate Library and information science courses. The employer demand for research experience, disciplinary knowledge and data analysis competencies, highlights the need for LIS programs to review their recruitment base to include STEM graduates who have strong technical and quantitative skills, and are happy manipulating tabular data or performing statistical analyses of datasets using a software package such as R or SPSS.

7. Conclusions

Our study has demonstrated key commonalities and distinct differences between the three data roles investigated. We acknowledge that the work is relatively small in scale and has a strong US focus, but the results indicate helpful directions for developing the iSchool curriculum to help to fill the data “talent gap” [13]. The translational data science approach adopted in the methodology (from iSchool to marketplace), reflects the trends of employers across sectors who are seeking data-savvy and work-ready graduates to fill these different data roles. Finally, we believe there is a great opportunity for iSchools to develop and extend their curriculum to embrace additional data-centric programs, courses and certificates to both educate new-entrants and to upskill existing practitioners to achieve the data-savvy profile, which is currently in high demand.
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